FRENCH FANTASY
sleep, head hung back, one arm loosely dangling, as we had each
seen him down a vista of long galleries at the Glyptokek in
Munich. A statue depends so much on how and where you see
it first; and so we remembered how we had first seen the Victory
of Samothrace rushing down the flight of steps, the wind blowing
back her draperies, the wind in her hair—you could swear to that,
as though no Headsman had been at work. I recalled how I had
once written a short story, now completely lost and forgotten,
about an archaeologist who had fallen in love with Nike, and spent
a lifetime in training and studying and then in actual search for
the missing head among the Greek islands, where it was possible
by a million to one chance that his search might end in success.
The million to one chance happened . . . and he threw the head
over the cliff to the bottom of the sea, and himself after it, for he
had loved his goddess so passionately as not to mar her glory and
her immortality. I was very young when I tossed off this trifle,
and thought no small beer of myself for its cynical ending.
We went on talking of the Victory and how she had come to
mean the figurehead of France to all of us who were lovers of
France. The Winged Victory, where is she now 5 Still in the
Louvre e Still with that impulsive forward rush through the air,
strong, irresistible ? Can the people of Paris bear to go and look
at her without their hearts breaking, or does she mean, for them,
hope in the future ?
—Suddenly Dido said, "Do you know what date it is to-day,
while we're talking like this ?" No, I had not realized, and neither
had she till then. It was the Quatorze Juillet, Another strange
little five-centime coincidence, or maybe not even worth a sou;
but it made us feel terribly sad again, with the swelling sadness
of the slow movement in a Beethoven symphony. Liberte,
Egalite, Fraternite ... To cheer her up, I showed her a match-box,
red, white and blue, one of an arsenal of match-boxes prepared
by America as propaganda weapons for their airmen to shower
over France. It folded over with a picture of Liberty holding a
lamp and the inscription "Libert6 Devant Dieu", and inside was
printed "Les Quatre Libertes":
Liberte* de parole
Liberte* de religion
Liberte de pcnse*e
Liberte* corporelle,
It was all ready when somebody (at die Foreign Office perhaps)

